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Michael returns to fulfill a promise to his love, but the world isn't the same place.Michael, the

Archangel himself, has returned after a hundred and fifty years rejuvenating in the Etheric

Dimension. Ã‚Â Now, the most powerful male Vampire the world had ever known is back.The

problem? Ã‚Â The world went through an Apocalypse and what little honor and justice that

previously existed, is gone. Further, his love has left to the stars somewhere, fighting for those on

Earth.Now, Michael has to figure out where he is, where he needs to go, help those who need help

and figure out how to follow in his love's path. Because if there is one thing that Honor Demands, it

is that he make good on his promise to Bethany Anne.Those feeding themselves on the backs of

others have very little time to realize an important fact.This Dark Messiah has little compunction

about killing.** As noted in other series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book,

occasionally, it's funny, too. **
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This was the first book I read of all of the series. I just loved Michael, his thoughts, views and inner

monologs. I felt this book ended too soon even though it was novel length due to the fact I just

wanted to keep reading about his next steps taken. I searched for a 2nd book and was disappointed

it wasn't out yet so I read all 15 of the Kutherian series and no I don't have Kindle unlimited, I paid

for them because I felt that at some point in the future I would reread them and I am glad I did. I've

already reread Dark Messiah since it put quite a bit into context. My only small gripe is in the editing:

unclear sentences, improper punctuation, past and present tense mixed, etc.. However with as

quickly as the books are published it's understandable. I have to say I was disappointed with how

early in the Kutherian series Michael was removed. He is a wonderful character and didn't take

anything away from the power Bethany Ann holds. I truly look forward to more stories that include

them both together and separately. Lastly, finally someone put two things I love together in a book,

vampires and space.

I always hoped Michael would make a return, not the author of course! He's red hot having his hand

in at least 4 different storyline arcs. Michael went away for 150 years, he's back and he's pissed!

You can see where some of the storylines are starting to merge. Pretty cool. I've been reading the

books and contributing where I can. Hopefully the KG Realm continues to grow and doesn't go

away. Pick this book and read it! You won't be sorry.

Reading snippets doesn't satisfy the way this book did. Michael is so different and that's a good

thing. The story follows Michael from his awakening to his departure for Europe. His encounters and

adventures had me laughing, crying and gasping. I can't wait for the next one.

He's baack.Of course, Bethany Anne always KNEW, somehow, that Michael wasn't truly GONE,

even when a tactical nuke fried him to atoms.Those were some very special atoms. Which, after

some time, became special molecules. Eventually consciousness returned. How long might it take

to collect yourself after a bad day like that? Maybe fifteen decades? A lot can happen.And now, a lot

more is happening! Rescues. Team building. Justice. Nanocyte reprogramming. Suppression of

evil. City-states to save.If you haven't read or watchedÃ‚Â The Princess Bride [Blu-ray] lately you

may enjoy the romantic hint when you catch it.And if you can't quite place that +VHLFBERT+ sword,

tryÃ‚Â Nova: Secrets of the Viking Sword.In this book Michael really roars back with vengeance.

Long. Overdue. Vengeance. Gotta love it when a plan comes together.But will it be too little, or too



late? Can't wait to see what Michael Anderle does with Book 2.

Read the Kurtherian series in order for the most understanding. This is a classic kick butt and take

names as I am the biggest meanest badass in the valley. Michael finally returns and walks right into

an old fashioned western shoot out. Of course he plays the outside gunslinger who wants to help

out with a "howdy mam". It is fun, mindless ,a bit silly violence but the underworld is quickly learning

Michael is back and you don't mess with the daywalking vampire. But the world is not as he left it.

If have been waiting as have others. Need to mentioned a bit of trivia, sixty seven turns since 22

Dec when I began my journey on this plane. with 30 married, 21 years eight months with US Army

CAVALRY. I grew up with Zane Gray, Birth Hart, Doc Savage, the Lone Ranger, John Cabot,

Tarzan, Hammer Slamers, Star Treck. Started with outhouse, pump weather and radio and books to

feed ones mind. I average eighteen hundred words a minet . I have not been as excited over a

world as I have yours and TS Pauls in a long time. Mercedes Lacky , John Ringo and David

Weber's Oath series. If you enjoy old time SF, you will enjoy this new worlds.

This book is a very energetic fast paced book about Michael. Once I started it I didn't stop until I

completed reading it. Very good work with an impressive cast of characters.My only issue is even if

it's a new series, it's tied into too many other books, series and you'll need to read them all to get

the total story. One series has 17 books, then another has 3 and climbing followed by several other

books.However. Michael Anderle is an excellent author, but this isn't my cup of tea.

I had just finished rereading the series and went looking to see if the next one was out when I

spotted this one with Michaels return. It is an excellent continuation of the story arc set with B.A. I

have to admit I read all in one day, nothing else got done, which is good and bad, good because it's

an exciting action packed ride, bad because it's done now and I have to wait for the next one and

that really sucks. Well worth your money and time. Enjoy
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